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LAB-ON-CHIP FOR RAPID
DIAGNOSIS OF INFECTIOUS
DISEASES
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card format. In case of an on-site examina-

Sepsis, blood poisoning, is one important
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tion, a sample, e. g. blood, saliva or urine,

example for a potential application. About
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cases of sepsis in Germany must be treated
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lab-on-chip devices
Ŷ Assay development
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to the fact that sepsis can be caused by
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diagnostic result still amounts to at least
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particles and all necessary reagents are
stored on a single-use cartridge in check

delivery or systematic surface

eight hours. By integration of all process
steps from sample preparation to detection
on the innovative diagnostic platform,
we are aiming for a time-to-result of less
than two hours. In addition to medical
applications such as proteomic, genomic
and microbiological tests, the future areas
of application also comprise environmental
analyses or civil protection measures.



  

